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• Patients and doctors facing unmet needs want access to best drugs sooner

• Early access in NL blocked by lack of reimbursement

• Clinical studies are exclusive, 95% of patients are not eligible

• Big pharma sponsors and owns all data; real-world data is lacking

• Payors, doctors and patients want real-world data

• Drug development is broken; 2016 research budget $154 billion for 22 
approved compounds

• High prices, little competition, suboptimal innovation, payors powerless

Problem (Paradise Lost)
Despite good intentions, drug centric development fails



Eroom’s law



Public players are encouraging alternative models



A patient centered drug development model
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Reimbursing certain medicines in development for specific groups of patients 
with unmet medical needs:

1. Satisfied patients and physicians

2. Reliable effectiveness data in the public domain pre-authorisation

3. Grip on the pricing of medicines

4. Increased competition

5. Accelerate innovation

New model: Tailored access & effectiveness data



• Reimbursing medicines in development is sometimes possible via individual named patient 
approach
• Reimbursing cohorts is impossible

• Outside hospitals: rational pharmacotherapy, must be registered somewhere, disease 
prevalence < 1 on 150.000 inhabitants
• What about phase 3 medicines?
• What about unmet needs in diseases with prevalence > 1 on 150.000 inhabitants?
• Rational pharmacotherapy is open to multiple interpretations

• Inside hospitals: must meet the standard of science and practice
• No budget allocated within hospitals (not part of DBC)
• Standard of science and practice is open to multiple interpretations

Current situation in the Netherlands



Management
Ronald Brus MD, Founder & CEO
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Prev COO Adyen ($9bn), Google 

Ashley Vinson, CMO
Prev Twitter

Erdem Yavuz, Co-founder, CFO 
Prev ING bank, Kempen & Co, Siemens

Mark Evans
Balderton Capital

Axel Heinemann
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James Shannon
Prev GSK, Novartis boards

Erik Hoving
CTO KPN Group

Antoine Papiernik
Sofinnova Partners

Luke Hakes
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>60 employees on 4 continents

Govert Schouten, Co-founder, CBO 
Prev CEO Mucosis, Crucell

Robert Jan Sips, CTO
Prev IBM (Watson)

Kees Koolen
CEO Booking.com, 
EQT

Prof. Ronald Plasterk, CSO
Prev Director Netherlands Cancer 
Institute, Minister of the Interior
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"This is a system that is going to implode…The only way is 
to get rid of the inefficiency in the system. That’s where I 

see digital technology starting to have a significant impact.”

Departing Novartis Chief Executive Joe Jimenez in Forbes, 7 September 2017 


